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Three Year Aim Objective 2019-20 How Children and Families will Judge Success Key Actions 

School viewed as 
the benchmark for 
high quality 
teaching with 
outcomes well 
above national 
averages 

At least 80% children achieving GLD 
at the end of Receptions 
 
At least 90% of children achieving 
the expected standard in the Year 1 
phonics screening 
 
Maintain outcomes of 90%+ at 
combined Expected Standard and 
40%+ at combined Greater Depth at 
the end of KS1 and KS2 

 Attainment and progress by the end of Reception 
is above National figures 

 Attainment in the Year 1 phonics check is above 
National figures 

 Attainment in the Year 4 multiplication check is 
above National figures 

 Attainment and progress by the end of Year 6 will 
continue to be significantly above National 
figures 

 Pupils will meet and exceed their aspirational 
targets 

 Bevington is known locally and beyond as a 
school with significantly strong outcomes 

 Maintain established high standards in KS2 (90%+ EXS, 40%+ GDS) teaching, learning and outcomes 

 Earlier intervention for pupils in EYFS and KS1 to ensure greater proportions (90%+) on track and at greater 
depth (40%+) 

 Ensure consistent teaching of phonics and early reading in EYFS and KS1 to achieve 90%+ passing the screening 
check in Year 1 

 Put in place catch-up intervention for children so that 100% of children achieve phase 3 phonics by the end of 
reception  

 Focus on language development from entry point in Nursery so that 80% children are at age related expectations 
in C&L 

 Non-negotiable reading strategies in place in all classes, leading to outcomes below 

 Greater focus on vocabulary in all year groups, linked to the wider curriculum, leading to reading and writing 
outcomes below 

School has a broad 
curriculum 
approach with staff 
specialisms which 
enhance teaching 
and learning 

The curriculum is mapped with 
pupils’ context in mind, with clear 
progression and links between 
learning, leading to high quality 
outcomes 
 

 Topics taught will provide challenging and 
meaningful learning opportunities for pupils of all 
abilities, within the classroom and out of it 

 Learning links clearly across the curriculum and is 
planned progressively, meaning that pupil 
outcomes are above national figures 

 Subject leaders are held as experts in their field 
 

 Planning of new curriculum cycle ensures clear progression from Nursery to Year Six – full NC coverage by end of 
Year Six with no repetition and skill progressing year-on-year 

 Greater focus on vocabulary, with planning explicitly setting-out subject specific and high level vocabulary, 
leading to reading and writing outcomes of at least 90%+ EXS and 40%+ GDS by the end of Year 6 

 All subject leaders receive tailored CPD to enable them to become experts in their field 

 Termly moderated outcomes in books reflect strong progress in all curriculum areas 

 Attendance is never less than 97% 

 Create end of year tests to assess children’s knowledge and understanding against curriculum objectives 
 

STEM Centre 
known across 
London as a centre 
of excellence with 
staff held as 
experts in this area 

New STEM Centre is used to support 
excellent teaching and learning in 
Science, Technology and 
Engineering, in school and locally 
 

 High quality learning experiences in science, 
technology, engineering and maths are well-
planned as part of a unique STEM curriculum 

 New STEM Centre is open and used by pupils and 
community groups as a centre for learning and 
aspiration 

 Bevington is known locally and beyond for its 
specialist STEM curriculum and outcomes 

 

 Launch new STEM Centre and integrate fully into the life of the school – all classes use the centre at least weekly 

 New planning format makes knowledge and skills more explicit – outcomes in end of term tests show impact of 
this 

 Deepen content of Computing curriculum to ensure it includes coding and programming beyond the content of 
the NC 

 Continue to seek enriching experiences in Engineering and Technology so that each class has a visit or visitor 
each term linked to these disciplines 

 Seek funding to recruit Scientist in Residence to support learning and widen outreach 

 New STEM Centre increasingly used to offer CPD to staff in school, locally and to colleagues in the partnership – 
at least three events held for schools locally between January and July. 

Confidence and 
self-belief mean 
that pupils are able 
to excel 

Every-day language of behaviour 
reflects new policy which 
incorporates principles of MindUp 
 

 Behaviour and attitudes will be impeccable in all 
areas of school life 

 MindUp fully implemented across school life and 
having positive impact on pupil behaviour and 
attitudes 

 Pupils will act as ambassadors for the school in all 
situations 

 MindUp implemented across school – monitored behaviour incidents show decrease term by term through the 
year 

 MindUp integrated into PSHE curriculum – teacher and pupil voice shows consistent understanding of principles 

 New behaviour policy and home-school agreement developed in line with these initiatives – behaviour tracking 
of patterns show a decrease in specific behaviours (e.g. low-level disruption) 

 Two SLT members to oversee implementation and impact from strategic level – regular feedback to stakeholders 
show impact of initiative at all levels 

 


